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Noth ing
To Hide

Tim Williamson
"Once you take the fir• r 1tep, you're
ne~er sure how far you're 1/0tnfl to ha~e
to 110. Once that informaflon 1.r our .•vou
don't know what other people are 110in11
to do wl(h it. You lo~e control I mean,
suppose this R.G. filters out to some of
the people I've interviewed with: What
will they do with it? Well, ultimately, I
don't think I can care about that, because if I have to watch m1 Heps roo
carefully, I'll never 1/ef unvthtnll done. I
ne~er will be fully Tim Williamson as I
know Tim Williamson."
Tim Wilfiamson, 24, from Rochester,
Michigan, is a second-year student at the
law school. Last year he and others
or11anh:.ed to form the Le.fbian/Gay Law
Students. Williamson ralktd last week
wuh R.G. Managin11 Edlfor Jeff Blake
about the group and orhu thtni/S.
Q: How many people are in the

group?
A: How many people. That's
something a lot of people are always
very interested in . . I think we've
got about 18 paper members, and 10
or 12 really active members But it is
important to view the numbers in
context ... we·know that there are a
lot of people here who consider
themselves homosexual who do not
view that as a significant political
component of their lives and choose
not to act on it· in the context of a
group.
Q : Is the group political? Social?
A: That's been a debate within the
group. We sort of start with the
premise that we're a support group,
and then if people want to pursue
politica l goals, they can do that too.
The thing is, there are some in the
or ganization who-quite justifiably I
think- feel that their sexuality is not
a politica l issue . Or at least they
wish it weren't. I think they're
deceiving themselves, because it's
made a poHtical issue for them. But
basically , they want to be able to get
together with other lesbians and
gays and be a ble to talk freely.
That's the support role . Others of us ,
myself included, think we have to
·
See Willia mson. page 2
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Martin's Comm Trans

Cheating Ring Suspected
Professor J im· Martin announced to
his Commercial Transaction class on
Monday that he has evidence that a
small group of students were involved
in a cheating scheme on his past two
quizzes.
Ma rtin gives three quizzes over the
term which accoun t for one-third of the
grade. Because the quizzes require
more than a n hour to complete, he
allows students to take the quiz at any
time during the day. According to Martin, the scheme works as foiJows: one
person in the group would take the quiz
early in the day . copy down the
questions, and give them to others in
the group. Because the lowest quiz
score is dropped, he believes that the
"early quiz taker" would rotate from
quiz to quiz so that everyone would
have the benefit of cheating on two of
the three quizzes.
Martin learned of the cheating from
students who came to him after members in the group allegedly told them of
the scheme.
"I really only have the word of the
people who talked to me," Martin told
an R.G. reporter , "but unless they were
lying through their teeth, they had con-

Cessions- and they had no reason to lie.
It's possible that someone was lying to
them, I suppose."
Ma rtin said he has some additional information that will help him figure out
who was involved in the scheme. For
example, be has rC(!ords of what times
students took both the first and SC(!Ond
quizzes, from which he hopes to be able
to ascertain any cheating scheme.

However , because t he quiz was
multiple choice it will be very hard to
determine a nything from the quizzes
thems elves without corrabora t ing
testimony from students. Thus, he a ~
mits there is no guarantee that he Wi ll
ever find out which students were involved.
See Cheating, page 2

Campbell:
F OCU S..J(\)fl L\~~t\
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J~Bhtfll\ I (\ t

by
The 1981- 82 Hen
. Qampbe~ Uoot
Court Competitio began this past
Monday with the hearing of oral
argument in the quarter-final rounds.
The problem for this year concerns
the teaching of creationism in the
public schools.
According to the lower court record,
petitioners Leslie Faubus, a biology
teacher at Plainville High School in the
state of Hutchins, and James Davis, a
student at that school, are seeking a
declaratory judgment holding the Hutchins " Balanced Treatment for Creation-Science and Evolution-Science
Act" invalid. The Balanced Treatment statute was r ecently passed
by the Hutchins Legislature, on the
basis of the oelief that a majority of the
citizens in Hutchins favor the
creationist theory.
According to ~e statute, all textual
materials and lectures offered at the
high school level which deal with the
origins of man , life, or :.he universe
m ust, on the whole, present a balanced
view of evolut ion- science a nd
cr eation- science . These subjects ar e
part of the high school biology course
curriculum, which course is required
by P la invile High School to fulfill the
state's requirements for graduation.
See Ca m pbell, page 3
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Jonathan Moore (pictured), and Jack Kilroy, members of a dele~ation that
\'isited Northern Ireland recently. spoke to students :\1onday mght at the
Law School. They told of recently enacted a nti-terrori~t laws which they
claim are used as a tool of political repression.

Res Gestae Sp onsors
Football Tourney

In honor of Ann Arbor's first Indian
summer in eight years the Res Gestae,
in conjunction with the Sports Csar , is
sponsoring a touch football tournament.
The tournament will be held this Sunday at Elbel Field.
Law s tudents, faculty, staff-even
non-law students who regularly grace
our fai r library- are invited a nd encouraged to form a team a nd enter the
tournament. Because of tuition inc r eases and the unavailabil ity of
student loans there will be no entry fee
for the tournament. The Res Gestae
will provide beer and awards.
Beca use we believe so dearly in the

r ight of private parties to contract, the
rules for each game will be subject to
some negotiation between the teams.
<Non-law teams may request a law
student to assist them in this process at
no cha rge. Gideon v. Wamwnght, 372 U.S.
335 (1963)).
Such negotiations ar e supplementary, however . In their a bsence, IM
touch football rules will apply with two
sligh t devia tions : 1) two on one
block ing will be a llowed. a nd (2)
roughness level will be determined by
the parties.
ee Tourney. page 7
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from page 1

take it one step further, to make sure
Q: Do you recruit for the
that other people know that we're
organization?
asking for at least tolerance.
A: Well, we have the posters up and
Q : Is there tolerance in the law
that ... but if there's a great mass of
school?
homosexuals out there who feel that
A: There hasn't been much open
they don't want to participate, it's
hostility, but a surprising amount of their choice, and it's not up to us to
resistance. When we went to the
reach out for them.
senate last year to ask for
Q : Did you include your memberrecognition and a nominal budget
ship in. the organization on your
(we settled on $75), there were some
resume?
senators who took the formalistic
A: I did not. It was a big decision. I
approach that gay issues aren't
have a good friend who did, and he's
really law related. One senator took
had very mixed responses to it.
an openly hostile stand and said he
There are several firms who come
<iidn't think it was the " right" thing
here who in their non-discrimination
to be supporting.
policy list sexual orientation and
It's funny. In ta lking with the adpreference . And for one firm ,
ministration last year , one thing that
Crowell & Moring from D.C. , I sat
was mentioned is that in this law
down the night before the interview
school at least, we're probably for
and typed up this extra page
the first time faced with a student
detailing some of the things I've
body that is likely to be more condone in gay areas which I felt reservative than the faculty or the
flected upon my talents as an advoadministration.
cate. During the interview they
Q: Do you think that's true?
asked me about everything on my
A: Elements of it are true. We know
resume, but they didn't touch that
that there are some people here who
third page. They may have thought
go out of their way to, say, tear down
it just wasn 't important. I don't
the posters we put up. Things were
know.
going pretty smoothly this year until
Q: Suppose you get into a tr aditional
we got our bulletin board. As soon as
practice. Will being gay affect your
we got that little symbol of in• ability to·become a partner?
stitutional permanence, well, I don't
A: It depends on the place. This
know what would have happened if
summer will be very important for
we got an office.
me to get a sense of how firms go
But law students are adult in the
about evaluating people. I've talked
sense that they are very discreet. So
to people who have worked in firms ,
you rarely hear things. But a couple
and it's clear that in some cases the
of weeks after our first round of
firm is sort of a club, and you need to
posters went up last year, the level
fit in. I mean you need to have a nice
of homophobic graffiti in the men's
wife, or husband or family. For
johns skyrocketed. It was amazing.
other firms I get the ser.se that they
Some of it was really very funny , but
want you to do good law, and what
some of it was very crude.
you do on your own time is your

#

business. And when you show up at a
firm function there's no problem
about questions like, " Where's the
little woman?"
Ideally, the kind of place I'd like to
work for is one where, should I settle
down with someone I consider a
permanent lover , or mate, or
whatever, that the firm wouldn't feel
uncomfortable with my partner and
I showing up at the firms's·fall bash.
But that's in the future .
As far as keeping il (the group
membership) off my r esume, I
guess I don't feel too uncomfortable
letting the firm judge me by some
traditional indicia. Now when I'm
working, if something comes up, you
know, if somebody cracks a fag joke
or something, I think that I'd say:
" Wait a minute. There's something
you've got to understand."
Q: How does the faculty handle it?

Any oroblems there?
I

A: Some of them know about it,
some of them don't. Once last year,
in my Torts class with Chris Whitman, we were talking about selfdefense, and the idea that you can't
escalate the level of force being used
against you . One person raised
his hand and asked, "Does that
mean that if a fag tries to kiss
me- an unconsens ual touching-that I can only kiss him
back?" And the class just broke up.
They thought it was very, very funny. Chris responded very well. The
class was laughing so loud you could
hardly hear her, but she said "I
think that comment may be actionable." Afterwards I thanked her
for that. She knew why.
... But exams are graded blindly,
and it doesn't worry me anyway. I
think most of the professors here are
reasonable people, who can deal
with me in an even-handed way, or
at least admit to themselves that if
they couldn't, that they'd put me on
some kind of notice. You know, " You
might want to take the course
pass/ fail," or something like that.

Gift Idea for Students!

Cheating,
How about a membership in the Alumni
Association for the Mom or Dad who has everything else?
Scoff not.
A membership will bring your folks the
Michigan Alumnus magazine 10 times a year and
keep them aware of what's up on your campus.
They ought t~ be interested in that.
It will also make them eligible for' Alumni
Travel, low-cost insurance programs and much
more.
For $15, how can you miss?.It beats a necktie
or eau de something or other.
Interested? Good.
See the receptionist in "the Alumni Office,
gr-o und floor, Michigan Union.
(P.S.: If you're uncertain, we can tell you whether your folks
are already Alumni Association members.)

Still, Martin intends to pursue the
matter. At Monday's session he did offer to the class a " plea bargain"
whereby he would give a person who
turned him/ herself in an F for the course. "Otherwise," Martin told the class,
" I would take it through the
disciplinary process and urge at least a
year's s uspension." However on
Tuesday Martin told an R.G. reporter
that since the Rules of Discipline and
Conduct may preclude such direct action by a professor, he will be withdrawing his offer at Wednesday's
session. Martin said decisions regarding the discipline of any students
proven guilty of cheating is within the
jurisdiction of the Law School's Com-

Q: Do you want to use your legal
skills to push gay rights?
A: Yeah. There are other areas that
interest me, for instance, I'm getting really interested in Trusts and
Estates- that's weird, I know-but I
can see myself maybe becoming
some kind of probate attorney, and
on the side, with whatever time the
firm lets its associates spend on
other things, working on whatever
causes are important at that time.
But I don't identify myself as solely
a gay civil rights attorney.
Q: . What kind of causes are you
pushing within the law school?
A: Last year we were pushing to get
this non-discrimination policy put in
the bulletin. It will be there when the
new edition comes out, but it's only
for admissions. We would also like
the school to make some explicit
policy statement that it doesn't
discriminate on the basis of sexual
orientation in personnel hiring, be it
support staff or faculty.
Also, we have yet to come up with a
very well thought-out way of dealing
with that policy question in terms of
placement here. Some places, for
example Harvard, have sexual
orientation or preference in their
non-discrimination policy that employers who interview there are
supposed to subscribe to. But that's
something the Dean is ver y loath to
take on. If I'm not misinterpreting
him, I think he feels the school cannot place demands on the individual
firms who interview here.
Q: Anything else you'd like to add?
A: One think I didn't mention. I
think the primary function the group
serves, underlying our specific activities we take on, is to show simply
that we exist. I think it would be
enough to justify our group' s
existence if we just went around putting the words " Lesbian and Gay
Law Students" everywhere we could
put them up. To get people used to
the idea that we are a significant
portion of the population that they
will run into wherever they are, be
they clients, colleagues or judges.

from page 1
mittee on Professional Responsibility,
to whom Martin has referred the matter for further action. However , Martin
said he is continuing an independent investigation of the matter.
Martin has asked students in the
class to tell him whatever they know
about the cheating " if it is consistent
with their conscience." He also plans to
ask the Dean, other faculty members
and students for suggestions as to how
he should proceed. Although he grades the class on a
straight curve, he plans to make a
minor adjustment to ensure that the
cheating does not relatively harm the
rest of the class.

WINE SEMINAR
Sign-ups for Ellis and·RandaU 's
INTRODUCTIO,N TO WINE APPRECIATION SEMINAR
will be held today and tomorrow at noon
in front of Room 200.
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Notices·
Notices Policy
The Res Gestae welcomes notices concerning law school organizations and
events. Notices must be typed, a nd
must appear in that Wednesday's issue.
They may be dropped off in the Drop
Box next to the Senate office (opposite
Room~I8 Hutchins Hall) or at the R.G.
orrice in Room 311 of the Legal Research
uilding (off the Reading Room ).
The International . Law Society
Thanksgiving Potluck will be Sunday
evening, November 22, at Carl Valenstein's home (Check the ILS board for a
map). Rides will be leaving from the D
entrance arch at 4~30 p.m . Turkey and
utensils will be provided ; sign up on the
ILS bulletin board to bring a na tional
dish or a beverage. Spouses and fr iends
also invited.
1st Annual RG B.ackga mmon tournament will be held tomorrow night,
Thursday, November 19 at 7:00p.m. in
the Lawyers Club Lounge. Please bring
a board.
The International Law Society will host
Professor John Ba rton, visiting the
Law School this term from Stanford, on
Tuesday, December 1. Sherry at 5:00
p.m., dinner at 5:30p.m., and his talk
on a Middle East topic will be at 6: 15
p.m. in the F aculty Dining Room. A
sign-up sheet is on the ILS bulletin
board.
Martha Cook Building is having a
Victory Party! Saturday, November 21,
from 9:00 to 1:00 in the Gold Room.

Stu~ent

The Giles Sutherland Rich Moot
Court Competition is s ponsored by the
American Patent Law Association, and
presents problems in intellectual
property law. The competition will in·
elude a regional round on March 18- 21,
1982 ; and national tmals competition on
April 14- 16, 1982 in Washington, D.C.
Registration for the competition closes
on January 31, 1982. Entering teams
will be required to submit a brief for the
appellant and a brief for the appellee by
F ebruary 15, ..1982.
The Catholic Health Association of
the United States has announced its
first annual legal writing competition.
Second or third yea r students are
eligible to submit a paper on any legal
issue that affects the provision of health
care in a Catholic hospital or long-term
care facility in the United States.
The author of the winning essay wilJ
receive a prize of $1,000 and a trip to
BostonJlext June to the Catholic Health
Association Annual Assembly.
Motorcy'cle Club. The Leather Briefs
are proud to announce the initiation of
Fred Snow imo their august company.
Rites at Dominick's, Friday at4 :00 pm.
Have you ever wondered what life is
like inside the largest- wa lled prison in
th e world ? Detr oit Free Press
photogra pher Ta ro Ya masaki roamed
the m axi mum security a rea of J ackson
Prison with a camera a nd a notebook
for ten days last falJ, talking with officials, guards, and inmates to produce
a portrait of another wor ld. This portrait won him a Pulitzer Prize. The

Senate Report

The Law School Student Senate adopted a position paper which evaluates
the clinical law progra m a t Michigan
and argues for its retention at its
weekly meeting Monday. (Excerpts of
the paper are reprinted on page 8).
President Doug Ell mann said the paper
would be distributed to faculty and
students la ter this week. EHmann also
announced an open meeting of the
facul ty 's clinic evaluation committee
and urged students to a ttend. That
meeting, which is designed to offer
students an opportunity to comment on
the value of clinical training, will b'e
held Thursday, November 19, in room
220at2:30 p.m .
In other business , the Senate
recognized the law school's chapter of
the Equal Justice Foundation, a
national organiza tion dedicated to ensuring access to the American legal

system for all citizens. The Senate also
granted the request of $80 for a mailing
to the third year class. EJF representative Dean Tousley explained that the
mailing 'fOuld include a solicitation for
funds , half of which would be used to
sponsor a Michigan grad for one )'ear
in a public interest job.
·
Mark Grebner, a first year student,
approached the Senate with a plan for
analyzing course questionna ires from
the past two years. His· m ethod would
rate faculty mem bers on· linear scales
based on student opinions. The Senate
denied funding until the system is
refined to ensure accuracy and fairness
to the faculty who would be evaluated.
As the meeting drew to a close, the
Sena te decided to ta ble the question of
raising Student Sena te F ees. The issue
will be raised agai n at next week's
meeting.

public is invited to view Yamasaki's
prize-winning photos of life as
Jackson inmates live it. Taro
Yamasaki will show his slides and answer questions on his work on Wednesday, November 18 at 8:00pm, Room
150 Hutchins Hall (Monroe Street entrance to the Law School). The presentation is sponsored by the Inmate
Project of Project Community. Free
admission.
The Student Advisor's Office will hold
an open house on Wednesday, November 18th from 10 am-3 pm in the
Lawyer's Club Lounge for students interested in information about winter
term course selection. Refreshments
will be served and everyone is welcome
to drop by.

The American Society of Composer s,
-Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) has
announced its 44th Annual Natha n
Burkan Memorial Copyright Com ·
petition. Second and third year students
are eligible to submit a paper not longer
than 50 pages dealing with any phase of
copyright. A $500 first prize will be
awarded by the Dean. Winning papers
will then be entered in the national
·competit ion which will award five
prizes ranging from $3,000 to $500.
Papers must be submitted by August
15, 1982. Submissions may appear in
law reviews, provided that their entry
in the Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition is noted.
For further information, including a
list of cas~ 1 see Prof. Aleinikoff.

classroom necessarily violates the
establishme11t clause. Respondents
. contend that the statute permits the
teaching of creationism only as a scienf rom page 1
tific theory, not as a religious doctrine.
The problem is divided into two
Since the State is therefore not apissues. Issue I focuses on whether the
proving of the teaching of religion, the
Balanced Treatment Act violates the statute is not violative of the establishfree speech clause of the First Amend- ment clause of the F irst Amendment.
ment. Specifically, petitioners contend
Arguments on these issues will conthat the state's requirement directtinue throughout the week according to
ing teachers to present a " balanced"
the schedule posted outside of room 220
view of creation-science and ev(}lution·
in Hutchins HaU. All inter ested observscience infringes both upon a teacher's
ers are welcome.
academic freedom and a student 's r ight
to learn. The respondent Sta te m a intains that the contested Hutchins
statute js simply a form of curriculum
control. Such control, it is ar gued, is
inherent in the State's power over
secondary education.
Issue II addresses the question of
f·~ J
·~
~
whether the Balanced Treatment Act is
an establishment of religion in violation
down gar ments · lather cleaning ·
. w:uerproofing · tree ,,,.,_ repeors •
of the establishment clause of the First
Amendment. Petitioners maint2in that
creation-science is essentially a
332 maynard
religious doctrine. Since a state cannot
at t~ -tower plaza 668· 6 335
lend its approval to any religion, the
teaching of a religious doctrine in the
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Is Clinic Review
a Trojan Horse?
Often, when reasonable people attempt to
make difficult decisions their rationality appears to fly out the window. Academic arguments are 'erected to hide true motivations and
side issues are often allowed to dominate the
decision.
Lawyers and law s tudents are especially
aware of this phenomenon. The lessons of Abundance of Caution encourage the attorney to cast
all his arguments to the court or client in the
hope that one of them will prove s uccessful. In
doing so, the case may be settled, but the underlying dispute continues to boil. Over
time, a series of decisions are made, but the
problem remains unsolved because initially it
was not faced squarely and honestly.
The current dispute over the Clinic appears
destined for this kind of treatment. During the
past 15 months we have asked a lot of questions
about the Clinic and we have received very different answers. One faculty member tells us the
Clinic is safe and sound, another says it costs too
much, a third says its enrollment is too low, a
fourth doubts its place in the law school
curricUlum. Now the clinic is being officially
" reviewed" by a faculty committee. Whether the
committee is reviewing the clinic's fundamental
purpose, benefits, enrollment or usefulness is not
clear. It is simply being " reviewed."
In response to this review, the Law School
Student Senate has mobilized efforts to counter
what it perceives as a n attack on the Clinic. This
week it released a position paper on the Clinic
citi ng various arguments for its continued
existence. The memo (see page 8) argues that
the clinic helps provide a full and , varied
curriculum, that it offers students the opportunity to observe the impact of the legal system
on the disadvantaged, that it gives students
practical experience in the legal system. In addition, the paper argues that the Clinic offers a
high rate of return on the money invested, that
other schools spend much more on their clinical
programs than Michigan does, that enrollment is
up, and finally , that alumni are willing to support
the program.
The unmistakable impression one receives
upon reading the memo is that the Senate tried to
cover all the bases because it wasn't sure where
the faculty will attack. Apparently the Senate
has been subject to the same runaround we have
in attempting to identify the faculty's concern
with the Clinic. This is not only unfortunate, it 'is
destined to produce a poor decision.
If the faculty is simply disenchanted with the
idea of the Clinic in the curriculum (as we
s uspect) we wish they would simply say so. Then
we might get on with the true debate, instead of
wasting time talking about student enrollment,
a lumni support and cost-benefit ratios.
The faculty shouldn 't use costs of enrollment
as a Trojan horse to defeat an idea they don 't
like.

Bob "Simbo" Ling
JimDemb

Brian McCann
Cliff Douglas

Opinion

News

Phil Dutt

Jamie Bischoff

Jo n Kurtzman

Sports

Copy

Arts

Rick O lshansky

Paul Engstrom

Advertising

Photography

Don Baker
Business Manager

Kurtzman Criticized

America Needs More Punk
To the Editor:
It was disappointing to see
John Kurtzman 's perceptive
article ("Musical Fads Follow
Mayflower." RG , 11 November> reach such a ridiculous
conclusion. Kurtzman apparently admires the honesty
of the better Punk and New
Wave music, and he suggests
that there are good reasons for
them to appeal to many
American kids today. Yet he
concludes that an abandonment of such honesty will be
necessary for pop music to
progress, fearing that pop will
"continue to develop a dark,
threatening side," and " lead
to disillusionment. " This
amounts to an insistence that
it be insipid and superficial.
Kurtzman might ask himself about the counterpart to
his Mayflower phenomenon.
The typical British adolescent
finds most American music
embarrassingly corn y and
mindless. Yet it is not true of
Punk or New Wave that "the
message is .
. its whole
reason for being." To a
remarkable extent the British
pop charts a re dominated by
bands who not only have
something intelligent to say,
but who play lively, innovative
music as well. There is a
widespread misconception ,
admittedly not shared by
Kurtzman, that all of these
bands sound more or less like
the Sex Pistols. One might as
well say that mainstream

American pop of recent years
consists of variations on a
theme by Barry Manilow
Is it necessary for a soctety
to be put under the stress
Britain is now experiencing
for its pop music to express
any critical perceptions about
it? One hopes not. Kurtzman
refers
to
Punk's
"social message" of "class
warfare," and finds New
Wave dark arid threatemng.
His impression is inaccurate,
taking into account the
disillusionment but not the
vitality and wit in the music.
New Wave does reject the selfabsorption so characteristic of
mainstream American rock.
and thank God. I find music
thoroughly dominated by the
most banal personal themes
as disturbing as Kurtzman
find s music which
is
disillusioned.
In the past five years the
British pop music industry has

been radically democratized.
Small record labels have
proliferated, and it is now
relatively easy for a new band
to get a hearing. In contrast
with this state of affairs the
commercialism
of
the
American pop music scene is
striking The difference between these two situations may
have something to do with the
striking contrast between the
"underprtvileged teens" to
whom Kurtzman refers have a
lot to say about their society.
It is unfortunate that he finds
this threatening. I think it is
promising, and that an oc·
casional bit of nihilism in the
Top Forty is a small price to
pay for it.
.stephen Burrington
Kurtzman replies: You ore criticiz·
ing thing r I did not soy or, or
least, did nor mean. I was de·
scribinlo! music, not commentinJ<
on itr worth. Can we befriends?

Letters P olicy
The )tes Gestae welcomes comment from our readers.
To be printed, articles must be signed. a lthough reques ts
for anonymity will be considered: We reserve the right to
edit for length and clarity. Submissions should be doubles pace typed. and may be dropped orr in the Drop Box
next to the Senate OUice <opposite Room 218 Hutchins
Halll , or at the R .G. Office in Room 202 Lawver's Club
(above the kitchen ). The deadline for each Wednesday's
issue is the preceding Sunday at 6:00 p.m .

Sweeping Changes Needed
To the Editor:
In all the brouhaha
(brouhaha? ) over the " new
addition" (as opposed to the
"old building") no one has
focused on the most irritating
problem. Is it the open area
next to the s tairs - a tort
waiting to happen? No. Is it
the foul odor of a pipe from the
s moking carrels? No. Could it
be the stacks of students in the
study carrels? No, not even
that.
The winner for the most
irritating problem award goes
to Hoover- not the president,
the machine. You know the
problem . From 8:00 p.m .-9:00
p.m. and again from 9:30- 10:00
p.m. the vacuuming begins.,
every night without fai l. Does
the carpeting really get that
dirty? More to the point, does
it have to be tha t clean?

Even if it does, why coulc!n 't
they vacuum it at a less than
peak hour? Say between 4:00
and 5:00 p.m .? The regular
library staff would not be
bothered. After all, when you
quit at 5:00 p.m. you must
prepare for departure from at
least 4:00 p.m. on. Also, any
students studying during that
time deserve to be bothered.
Everyone knows that tea time
is no time to be in the library.
Is there some overr iding
public policy that r equires
vacuuming when it will bother
the maximum number of
stude nts?
P erhaps
the
authorities would like to
remind us of the ma xim on
cleanliness and deification .
But, surely the gods would be
more ea sily propitiated if we
combined that lesson with the
one about early birds and
worms (or is that stones and
moss?). Such thoughts a re

better left to those who
justified rules which allow
pipe smoking and prohibit
chocolate chip cookies.
Two more questions on
vacuuming. Did anyone notice
how the new addition is
carefully constructed to make
sure everyone hears the
vacuums no matter where the
vacuums are? Have you ever
seen someone vacuum with as
much speed as the flashbacks
in " Kung Fu?" If not, watch
the custodial engineers.
Finally- graffiti. The new
addition bathrooms were done
in blue tile obviously to a void
graffiti . But, as the one on
negative three proves , no
bathroom is sacred. In red pen
on the white caulking between
the tiles is written, "Ur inal of
Law Reform. "
Paul M. Hamburger
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Reflections of a Cub .Reporter
by Cub Schwartz
Some people like to read the classics.
Others prefer cheap novels, mysteries,
thrillers-trash. And still others enjoy
magazines, from People to the
Progressive. But I like newspapers.
Just about any newspaper : the New
York Times,-the Free Press, the Daily.
and occasionally the Ann Arbor Snooze.
I don't know why I like newspapers
~Y friends tell me that my admiration
for the pr ess is irrationaL They say that
I don't realize that newspapers are
businesses just like General Motors,
that exist to turn a profit. They
probably are right, but I don't care.
Xewspapers, like Santa Claus, are a lot
more fun when you believe in them.
I guess that is why I have spent the
past eighteen months with the Res
Gestae. It is a newspaper-sort of. We
have news editors and arts editors and
sports editors, just like the Times and
the Post. We talk about picas and points

and column incbes, just like the Free
Press and the -News. And we take ourselves real serious, just like all journalists.
But if the truth be known, the
similarities probably end there. The
Res Gestae is not a real newspaper.
There is very little news within the confines of the Quad, and what there is we
cannot reportfor one reason or another.
If we were relegated to printing "all the
news that's fit to print" ours would be a
very sparse publication.
But our purpose, or at least my purpose, was to provide a forum for
student ideas on broader subjects than
the law. The law school takes great
pride in its admission policy which
selects half of the admittees on the
basis of their past experiences and attitudes. We have social workers and accountants, liberals and libertarians,
foreign students and farm boys. Diver-

An Opportunity to
One-up Reaganomics
by Christopher Wonnell
I am becoming very depressed by articles discussing Ronald Reagan in this
paper and els-ewhere. It does not seem
to matter whethe; the commentator
favors or opposes Reagan; I always
find myself opposing the commentator.
One set of a r ticles criticizes
deregulation, tax, and spending cuts on
the grounds that they will harm the
economy and especially the loser
classes. I believe that this view reflects
an economic perspective which is
overly short-sighted and static. The
goal is to revive an economic growth
rate of 3% per year. At that modest
rate, the national income of our country
would quadruple in 48 years. rendering
" economic problems" in any sense we
understand them a subject for the
history books.
Yet there is no magic to economic
growth ; it requires investment which in
turn requires savings. High taxes on investment income discourage saving
and divert the resources which are
saved into unproductive tax shelters.
High government spending crowds out
the private sector by absorbing savings
into government securities . Government regula tions further divert
savings into unprofitable industries
which s urvive only by the shield of the
regulations . A policy of contracting
social security and expanding private
retirement accounts helps promote
savings. So T think there is method to
this madness.
The other set of articles praises
Reagan for stopping the curse of
liberalism which has been plaguing our
society. These articles praise the fattening of the military establishment.
the weakening of the rights of the accused, subsidies for nuclear power.
tougher stances against dr ugs, abortion , illegal a liens, homosexuals,
feminists , and so on ad nauseum.
All of these positions are wrong. Subsidies to nuclear power and the military
harm our economy as much as or mor·e

than other spending programs, and for
benefits more dubious than those of
social programs. The other policies are
simply unnecessarily cruel and
repressive, imposing severe suffer ing
and governmental intervention for
minimal benefit.
For us liberals, there is something
discouraging and something hopeful in
this morass of fa lse commentary from
the left and right. The discouraging
prospect is that Reagan may be successful in defeating liberalism by
associating it with the statism which
has so hamstrung the U.S. and world
economies. That would be a tragedy of
the first magnitude.
True liberals are not and never have
been comfortable with statism; John
Stuart Mill would cringe at the misuse
of the term "liberal" in the twentieth
century. If the intellectual continuum of
Progressives-New Dealers-Fabian
Socialists-Marxists has successfully
stolen the wo~ "liberal" from the
believers in indiVidual liberty, then we
are in trouble indeed. The magnificent
society which liberalism could have
brought us will be tossed into the same
garbage can as the leftist ideas which
belong there.
On the other hand, there is 1 - .. than
just a ray of hope . The nca 6 un
economic program can easily be oneupped on its own terms by liberals
willing to offer us both a free economy
a nd a free polity. Subsidies to farmers.
nuclear power plants, the military, and
prisons can be cut back. Tax shelters
for the middle and upper classes can be
phased out. Deregulation, can include
not only OSHA and the CPSC, but also
FCC, CAB, ICC, occupational licensing,
and tariff barriers.
It is imperative that liberals not miss
their opportunity to say as loudly as it
can be said: it is we, and not Reagan
conservatives, who offer the vision of a
twenty:first century filled with hope,
opportunity, confidence. and freedom .
The author IS a third year student.

The legal rules we Jearn in a
sity is our strong suit.
classroom (or in a Gilberts) hardly
Yet in the classroom the practical efprepare us for such a r esponsibility. I
fect of this diversity is nil. We all sit
emphasize the work " respons ibility"
back and agree tbat restraints on
because that aspect of · the Dean's
alienation of title should be carefully
comments are often lost in the transexamined, that insider trading violates
lation. It may be elitist to assume that
sound public policy and that welfare
r eceiving a diploma from a certain
recipients deserve due process righ1S.
school guarantees one a position at the
In short, the benefits of a heterogenious
pinnacle of society. But we should be
student body are lost.
careful not to discard the responsibility
The Res Gestae can alleviate this
so lightly. If the Dean is correct-that
problem by providing a forum for difour training will lead us to the powerful
ferent views and attitudes. In this r espect I think we have been fairly sue- · spots in society- then we should accept
that challenge with a sense of duty and
cessful. More than fifty students have
even eagerly await !.he opportunity to
written articles for the opinion pages in
change society for the better
the past two years. We have discussed
But when the opportumty anses.
racism, zionism, selfishness. human
rights. animal rights and the swing to whether in private practice or government, the best solutions will not be
the right. President Reagan has been
found in applying mechanical rules and
both praised and panned; Israel was
approaches
that we learned in law
both defended and decried.
But more viewpoints are needed. school. Rather, it is the attitudes that
Should bussing be continued? Should we have developed toward problem
the Voting Rights Act apply to all areas such as the economy, education,
states? Is nuclear power necessary'? and the third world that will guide our
Can the Soviets be trusted'? Can the reactions. Developing those attitudes
Americans be tr usted? Can the Bar should be as much a part of the law
school experience as developing a
Association be trusted?
mastery of the Federal Rules of
Developing an attitude on such
issues, or at least a framework for a p- Evidence.
Yet one realizes early in the first year
·proaching the problems, is aUeast a s
that such development will not be
important as kn9wing the Rule Against
fostered in the classroom . We must look
Perpetuities.
elsewhere.
I am reminded of the_ orientation
I hope that in a modest way, the Re
statements made by Dean Sandalow
Gestae can ser ve this purpose. We have
which so many students have passed off
provided the structure, you must finish
as unnecessary elitism. The Dean notes
the job.
that Michigan Jaw grads wiH be the
leaders of society tomorrow. We will
The author. a thlfd year student, If the
decide not only corporate policy, but in
foundm!! fatht>r of the Res Gesete m us
all likelihood, national and intercurrent format. Th1s isme mark.\ the author's
ncltional policy as well.
final edinon as eduor
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Learning To ·LOve the.Muse
by Jon Kurtzman

Not many people read poetry. In fact,
I expe<=t ~at ~ost of you will quit
reading thts art.Jcle right now. Please
• don' t. This isn't a review of some
lunatic's concerns or an overwrought
dissection of an equally overwrought
poem. You see, I like poetry- some
poetry- and I hope that I can show you
how and why you can like it, too.
I used to hate poetry. I think the
re~son was that it seemed purposefully
v.:r1tten to confuse and to hide the point.
Smce then, I've learned to like the
process of analysis-it 's like learning to
eat your vegetables-but have a lso 1
found that not all poetry is riduculously
obscure.
The basic reason to read poetry is
that one can love poetry. It can be a
friend. A particular word or turn of
:;>hrase can encapsulate one's feelings,
about life or about a moment or event,
in such a dramatic and deep-reaching
way that it seems to well up from inside
your own soul. Good poetry is often a
matching game in which . you, the
reader, look for a kindred spirit with
which you can share your innermost
perceptions and insecurities.
Some poems are beautiful, pure and
simple. They can be a catalyst for
creating a good mood or a way of
lengthening that mood and ' making it

sublime. The whisper of certain words .
as they rub together, the rhythm of a
line, the sweep of language in the hands of one who loves it is enough to make
one realize that there can be something
more to life.
Poems are generally about what
college English classes call mortality-how you feel when you realize
you're human. In days of yore, as they
used to say, poets expressed their
feelings about mortality by examining
events or objects and looking for some
fundamental truth that underlies them .
These truths can be as simple as
courage and duty or as complex as the
creation of reality in the mind's own
eye. The poems which consider the
power of the imagination to create
make. up a large part of the romantic
poetry, but usually not good poetry.
Many of us have a bad impression of
poetry because of the trend called "confessional poetry." In 'this poetry, one
spills one's guts about everything which
one's father and mother ever did and
how it has affected one. Some confessional poetry is very good, but much
of it is awful. Many people confuse
poetry with psychoanalysis; they want
to be poets beca,use they either have
problems to work out or because they
want something deep and important.
These people purge their emotions onto

SJ?!!~:-:1; fu!{~.t
~OSTI:RS • fllte:S U MES • N~WC~ I:TTE"S

~"OGIItAMS • e•oCHUIIIES • S TATS
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I!HVI!'L::I"I!'S • L '£"nl!'liHEA05
WEOOJ NG I NVITATIONS

paper. The worst outgrowth of confessiooal poetry is what Alexander
Pope would call the freeing of hacks to
use the press. Anyone with half a
thought can find significance in a rain·
bow or a spider's web or the death of an
old relative. Don't get me wrong ; it's
poetry, but not good poetry.
According to all counts, the number
of poets is expanding geometrically. To
.distinguish good from bad , I' ve
developed a simple system . There are a

The wonderful thing about poetry is
that it has something for everyone. if
you are religious or just captured by
beauty, Gerard Manley Hopkins can be
an almost transcendental experience.
II you are sensitive, then John Keats
may speak directly to y ou. Poetry is
limitless, encompassed only by the
bounds of the soul a nd of the
imagination. If you have ever felt your
spirit take wing, then you can feel the
awesome power of poetry and it can

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The whisper of certain words as they rub together,
the rhythm of a line, the sweep of language in the
hands of one who loves it is enough to make one
realize that there can be something more to life.
:::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
number of well-intentioned people who
just don 't have the ability. These people
are' poets as all humans are poets ; they
experience, they relate. They don 't
make it to the top rung because they
either don't write as well, don't have as
much verve or inspiration or just plain
don't have as much to say as a truly
good poet.
The next group is Poet with a capital
'P.' These Poets search for meaning
everywhere, dig for it, fight for it, and
insist on it. I prefer regular poets with a
small "p." A capital "p" Poet isn't
content with description, but has to beat
the poem's significance into the poor
reader's brain. Of course, too much
significance makes the whole thing insignificant. Avoid <with a capital"A" ).
The final group is the good poet. Good
poetry ranges from mere description to
almost pompous meaning, but it is
distinguished by one thing: the magic
genie of inspiration. Some people are
really in touch.with it, whatever "it" is.
Finding a really good poet is like
drinking good wine, having good sex.
eating a great meal or being happy.

help you feel "the awesome potential of
your mind.
The best way to find poetry that you
can like is to look through- you don't
have to buy-a basic anthology. Anthologies usually contain a poet's most
famous and, one hopes, finest works.
The best anthologies are the Oxford
collections of American and English
poems and the Norton anthologies. You
may remember or still own a Norton
anthology from an undergraduate
English course.
When flipping through an anthology,
you will find poems on every subject
and in every style. The poets whose
works make a respected anthology are
almost guaranteed to have been blessed
by a m~asure of true inspiration. John
Donne, for example, writes about a flea
with timeless grace. On the other hand,
John Ashberry, a contemporary poet,
has written extremely complex portraits of life as seen through a convex
mirror. The point is that the good stuff
really stands out. The trick is to get to
the right place to find the best.

B* Special
Frosted

10 oz.
Mug

Ann Arbor's Finest Pizza
Opposite the Oiag at

33.8

s.

State Street

.A.nn· .A.rbor
Serving Greek, Italian and American Cuisine
For Your Dining Pleasure

Beer
Cocktails
and
Extens ive
Wine List

Enjoy
Our
Sicilian Pizza

DO YOU KNOW WHER E
YOUR FRIENDS AR E?
If it's between 11 :00 a.m. and 2:00a.m. they' re probably at
PIZZA BOB'S m·asticat ing the munchies away, ingesting epicurean delights, imbibing impossibly delicious potables, submitting
their 'taste buds to salacious assaults of indescribable ecstacy.
Or, in other words, they probably slud on down to P.B.'s to
wrap themselves around one of the best tasting meals in A 2 .

PIZZA

PIZZA

BOB'S·

BOB'S

UPTOWN
810 S. STATE ST.
665-4518
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Sports
Art Schlichter: The
Man With out a Team

by Phil Dutt
Saturday Art Schlichter, one of the
best quarierbacks in the game, will enter Michigan Stadium to play his las t
Big Ten and regular season game.
Although Schlichter has set many
records at Ohio Stale, he has been kept
from achieving anything close to his
potential by being saddled with teams
that have fallen below the usual
Buckeye standard of excellence, particularly in the past two years.
Schlichter is the man who put the
forward pass in the Ohio State
playbook. For decades Woody Hayes
copied the Michigan "three yards and a
cloud of dust" game plan. Many
thought Schlichter was foolish to go to
Columbus when his skills would be put
to much better use at almost any other
college in America. But Art wanted
badly to play for the Buckeyes, and he
surprised many as a freshman by
relegating starting senior quarterback
Rod Jerald to playing part-time-as a
wide receiver. Millions were shocked
when Schlichter came out throwing in
his first game. True, most of his passes
were caught by Penn State's Nittany
Lions, and not by anyone wearing
scarlet and gray, but the trend was set;
the young Schlichter had obviously
convinced Hayes that running was
passe.
lronically, it was Schlichter who was
indirectly responsible for Hayes' rapid

fall from grace in the Gator Bowl as a
Schlichter pass fell into the arms of a
Clemson Tiger defensive back, who fell
into the fist of Woodrow Hayes.
Unfortunately, for most of his career
at OSU Schlichter, has been a man
without a team. While the Buckeyes
have fielded excellent receivers to snag
his passes, OSU has been plagued with
ipferior Jineplay for the past two
seasons. This year's defense is particularly generous, ranking last in the
country in pass defense at press time.
It should be interesting to watch now
well Schlichter does in the pros. Given
decent protection and a good defense,
he can look forward to a great pro
career-unless he is drafted by the
Lions.
In three games against Michigan,
Schlichter and his weak supporting cast
have managed only one victory, and
even that one was not deserved. In 1979
Ohio State was outplayed by a weaker
Michigan team tha( held a 15-12 lead
late in the game, when the Buckeyes
came up with a lucky touchdown on a
blocked punt off the wayward toe of
Brian Virgil. Last year the Wolverines
gained revenge in Columbus 9-3 in a
game that was more lopsided than the
scor e indicates. The Buckeye
celebration of 1979 is not likely to recur
Saturday, however. Michigan should
breeze by 15 or more.

Tourney,

are entitled to play ; after all, they are
the only students who have been
working the past thirteen weeks.

from page I
Each team must supply one referee
for the game following their own . Ob·
viously, no experience is necessary.
As you may have g uessed, the
Editors of the R.G. have no experience
m running a football tournament. But
then, we had no experience in running a
newspaper and that didn't stop us.
Besides, this whole thing is for fun- you
may as well spend part of Sunday out
running around.
Third year students are expected to
play ; there will still be a week left
before school begins. Second year
students are encouraged to play ; even
New York law firm s don't have office
visits on Sunday. First year students

/

As for facuJty members, we beg you
to form a team and try your luck. If
your runners ar~ as evasive as your
classroom discussions and your
blocking as cheap-shotish as your tests,
you should win the tournament. Don 't
bother to bring a rule book .
· Also, it would be really nice to have
a couple of teams of staff people.
Now, to sign up simply put the name
of your team (be creative), and your
captain's name and number on the signup board outside the R.G. office, Room
311 Legal Research . For non-law
students and graduating seniors, that is
located at the far west end of the
Reading Room .
Please sign up by Friday at noon.

Blow Off Sunday!

In honor of Indian summer
and to preserve mental sanity,
the Res Gestae encourages you
to enter a team in its touch footbaiJ tournament
to be held this Sunday.
All students (including non-law students
who study here), faculty and staff
are invited to play.
Sign up at Room 311 Legal Research
by Friday. ·

Sports Poll
The Sports Poll of November 4 was plagued by upsets, and scores plummeted as a result. Few were able to get above .500. and when the dus~ had settled, Craig Lawson was the winner with a mediocre 12-8 reco~d. Mtke H~f
stetler lost the tiebreaker to edge Mark Henderson, Dave S1sler and Jim
Aretakis for Loser of the Week honors ; all had 7-13 marks.
.
Craig wins another pitcher courtesy of his friends at Rick'~ Am~ncan Cafe
on Church Street. To win your pitcher, circle the teams you thmk w1ll beat ~he
point spread and drop your entry in the Sports Poll box on the table outs1de
Room 100 by noon Saturday, November 21. Beat Ohio!
_
Ohio State ( ll lh) at Michigan
Miss. State v. Ole Miss 02 1h)
Carolina atDook (13th)
Baylor (lllh) at Texas
Notre Dame ( 1'h) at Penn State
SMU at Arkansas 0 1h)
Wisconsin at Minnesota ( 1\h)
Nebraska at Oklahoma <2•z)
Mich. State (3 12 ) at Iowa
Boise State 0 112) a t Idaho
Purdueatlndiana ( 8112 )
UCLA (61h) v. Southern Cal.
Illinois at Northwestern (321"z)
California 0 11.12) at Stanford
Harvard (18 1-l!) at Yale
November 28
Clemson at South Carolina (8 1h)
Penn State (3 1-2) at Pitt
Tennessee at Kentucky 00 1-'z)
Notre Dame CP -2) at Miami
Tiebreaker : Predict Art Schlichter's passing record (completions, attempts,
interceptions) against Michigan Saturday: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Name ____________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ ___

WOLVERINE DEN
PIZZERIA
1201 S. University and Church
Ann Arbor
We Serve Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner:.
We Specialize in PIZZA , Regular and Sicilian .

769-8364

J. J. ·Goldberg Clothing invites all law students to a

SPECIAL DISCOUNT opportunity on suits by

'

stanley blacker

ClassicaiJy tailored in a.. wool blend suited to year-round
wear, these suits are available in navy and grey, pinstripes
and solids. They are a ppropriate for interviews, summer
jobs and career positions. Law studen ts will receive a $50
discount from the $260 price upon presentation of a currently valid ID, through December 1. Complete a lterations
are included, and hard-t ~-find or out-of-stock sizes may
be ordered at the same discount.

jjgoldberg
OPEN
Weekdays 10- 9
Saturday 10-6
Sunday 12- 5

2773 Plymouth Road
Plymouth Mall
(Across from North Campu )
Phone 996-9303

Visa&
M astercard
Accepted
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Senate DefendS Clinic Program
This is the first draft of a f!OSition paper
the Law Sc-hool Student Senate will fon•·ard
to members of the Clinic- Reevaluation Commiuee later this ""tek. In addition, the Senate
will sponsor an open meeting with the Commiuee this Thursday at 2:30 in room 220.
Students are enc-ouraged to auend the meeting and express their views on the Clinic-.

INTRODUCTION
This paper is a response to the
faculty's decision to reevaluate present
clinical offerings. It is an attempt to
acquaint the faculty and the Clinic
Review Committee with the position of
the students in this matter ....
I. BENEFITS OF CI:..INICAL
EDUCATION
There is a tremendous variety of
6enefits to be derived from clinic. We
believe that most of these benefits are
selfevident and should not be ignored.
Certainly, the decision of the faculty
many years ago to create a general
clinical program, as well as similar
decisions by law schools across the
country is an acknowledgment of these
benefits. When, however, a program is
slated for reevaluation with an if!tent to
eliminate, restructure or condense it,
acknowledged benefits are often ignored in an effort to focus on .the problems and defects of the program. These
benefits should restrain the impetus to
tamper with the present clinical program.
·
Initially, the value of clinic should be
recognized in helping to provide a full
and varied curriculum. Between 1970
and 1979, the number of Jaw schools offering clinical education increased
from 100 to 139. No other favorably
regarded law school has substantially
withdrawn its commitment to clinical
education. The level of Michigan's
fina ncial support to clinic seems
meager in comparison with other topranked la w schools.
Additionally, the ava ilability of
clinical offerings is often considered by
applicants in choosing law schools. We
feel that severe cuts or elimination of
clinic would hamper the school's ability
to attract many good applicants ....
In addition to the perceptions of the
national legal community, clinic offers
several important· benefits to the
student body. For whatever reasons,

many students become disenchanted
with traditional legal educa tion during
their law school careers . Clinic
provides an outlet for these students ... .
Many respondents to the student
questionnaires on the clinic confirmed
that traditional courses became much
more meaningful after taking clinic.
There also is a sense among the
students that the law school has an
obligation to present a balanced view
between private, corporate law offerings , and public, community-oriented law. There is still a tremendous
imbalance in the curriculum, an imbalance which will be exacerbated by
any reduction of clinic ....
For most students, career choices
will result in employment with law firms
which cater to the more affluent
segments of society. Clinic is perhaps
their only opportunity to observe the
impact of the legal system on the
disadvantaged ....
On a more practical, but equally important level, clinic is a tremendous
tool for skills development. The obvious
skills which are employed are client inter viewM!g and counseling, fact
gathe_ring , legal research , trial
preparation, conducting trials,
negotiating, conducting depositions,
and dealing with ethical problems. No
other course permits students to employ these skills as they interrelate to
each other ....
II. COMPARISON OF CLINIC
WITH ALTERNATIVE
STRUCTURES
Many who acknowledge the benefits
of clinic believe that they can be
derived by increasing the use of
simulation training at a substantial
savings of money. Those who support
this proposal believe that a more-con·
trolled environment can be created to
simulate the problems one would
ideally encounter in the clinic ....
Exposure to the everyday practice of
law has several unique benefits which
cannot be obtained in simulation. Most
importantly, students approach their
field work in a more serious and
professional manner. There is a great
deal riding on the student attorney.
This creates a sense of responsib1hty
and provides motivation which cannot

be approximated by artificial environs . ...
Second, the element of control in the
classroom as a laboratory is often not
as great as imagined. Students who
have taken Lawyer as Negotiator indicate that freQuentlv. ethical oroblems
arise which the instructor has not
planned. This spontaneity is no greater
than that received in the clinic. Mor eover , clinic instructors screen cases
and control caseloads. This ensures that
students will face real problems, rather
tha!! those contrived ....
III. EVALUATION OF THE
PRESENT CLINIC
The largest concern with clinic is the
relatively high cost of operations compared with normal classroom costs. It
would be foolhardy to argue that con·
cern about law school finances is
misplaced given current economic con·
ditions and cuts in the school budget.
However, we believe the degree of concern a~ut the cost of the clinic is
misguided.
First, given the unique benefits clinic
offers, the amount spent provides a
high rate of return on the money in·
vested. Indeed, other leading Jaw
schools believe the benefits of clinic are
great enough tQ spend considerably
more money than is spent here. Harvard, for example, has a deep com·
mitment to clinical education. . . .
Perhaps the best evidence of that in·
stitutions's commitment to clinical
education · is that $400,000 of the $2.8
million Harvard Alumni Fund is earmarked for clinical programs. . . .
New York University Law School in·
vests $970,000 in their program for
100 students.
Before any decision is made to
decrease the school's financial commitment to clinic, it seems obvious that
alternative sources of funding should be
thoroughly investigated. In the Clinic
Committee Report of 1979, the Dean
and others were urged to investigate ·
alternate funding sources. As of now, it
appears that no such investigation has
occurred. Yet, the initial responses to
the questionnaire sent to clinic alumni
quite clearly indicate the willingness of
many alumni to donate directly to
clinical education programs.. . . It ap-

Law in the Raw
OhhhNooo!
New Orleans federal District Court judge J\drian
Duplantier is in the midst of adjudicating several
competing claims to the rights to profits from the
Saturday Night Live clay character Mr. Bill, the
favorite law school seating chart entry Jndications
are that Judge Duplan tier is handling matters in the
proper spirit. He recently presided with a hand·
scrawled sign on his bench saying "Justice Sluggo"
and a clay Mr. Bill facsimile propped up perilously
close to his gavel.
-Detroit Free Press, November II, 1981

OfftheHook
Dr. George Nichopolous, the doctor who prescribed over 19,000 doses of narcotics stimulants
and sedatives to Elvis Presley in the la~t 3'h month~
of the singer's life, was acquitted last week by a
Memphis jury. Defense attorney James Neal had
characterized the doctor as a " good samaritan"
who treated drug-dependent patients whom no other
doctor would help.
-New York Times, November 5, 1981

pears inconsistent that 9.5 million
dollars can be raised to fina nce a new
library addition, but not even 1% of that
amount can be generated for such an
important element of the curriculum.
Independent of the ability to fund
clinic, it has been suggested that
whatever money used could be better
spent on other aspects of the Jaw school.
As is clear from this paper, we are in
complete disagreement with th is
position .... If any major restructuring
of the curriculum is going to occur, it
appears obvious that the utility of aU
aspects of the curriculum shOuld un·
dergo the same rigorous scrutiny that
clinic is undergoing. . . The final
faculty concern is underenrollment in
the program . This is interpreted as
resulting from lack of student interest.
Traditionally, one of the ma jor
problems with clinic has been its out of
the way location. The 1979 Clinic Com·
mittee report suggested that the clinic
be moved to campus. Such a move
finally occurred after the new library
was opened tfiis fall. The clinic should
be given a cha nce to flourish in its new
location. The results of preregistration
show that General Clinic had 56 applications for 30 spaces. This suggests
that a decision based on the underenrollment concern would be
premature, if not misguided ....
The students sent a questionnaire to
approximately 450 alumni of the
clinical program. Responses have just
begun to arrive, but among the early
returns, support for the c;linic is overwhelming ....
One alum insightfully noted that "it
must be borne in mind that a substantial number of U. of M. grads eventually work for government agencies or
the courts or end up representing the
affluent. For anyone who cares to, or is
required to, analyze the impact of
American Jaw, the clinical experience
is particularly valuable in furnishing a
look at the impact of Jaw on the Jess
monied segment of society." ...
CONCLUSION
The Senate unanimously believes
that clinic prog rams should be kept at
present levels a nd should not be subject
to constant reevaluation.

Compiled by Matthew Kiefer

Count Your Blessings

Festival Chaos?

A group of women law students in Kentucky have
sent Justice Sandra Day O'Connor a T·shirt which
shows a woman justice surrounded by eight male
colleagues with the caption : " One down , eight to
go." The Court's newest member has reportedly
replied to the thoughtful donors that, as much as she
likes the shirt, she may not wear it right away
•
around the office.
-Detroit Free Press. October 21, 1981

Steve Iamarino and James Rocchio, two secondyear Jaw students at University of Detroit who are
challenging the festival seating arrangement at the
Rolling Stones' l:IPComing Silverdome concert,
claim that the promoter, Brass Ring. is "selling
seventy-five thousand seats to the first row, and
jeopardizing Jives." Brass Ring counsel T. Patrick
Freydl (a Michigan Law grad) plans to challenge
the students' standing. "These people bought
tickets for a concert that was described as general
admission," Freydl says. "If they have the apprehensions that they do, why don't they take ~heir
fifteen dollars and buy a record album?"
-American Lawyer, November 1981

,B ig Mac Attack
Almeda County <Calif.) Superior Court judge
Winton McKibben r ecently received the "Soft·
Headed Judge of the Month " award, bestowed
periodically by a 7,000-member group calling itself
Citizens for Law and Order. The judge's sin was
to set $100,000 ba il on a defendant charged with 71 ·
felony counts, enabling him to be released when his
mother was able to raise the 10% required by
California law. Nicknamed "Turn 'Em Back Mac,"
the judge was receiving the award for the four th
time.
- American Lawyer , November 1981

Quote of the Week
"Chuck Campbell will do anything to win. If we
throw a little dirty pool into the game, H:s only to
even things up. " - petroit criminal defense Ia wyer
Chuck Ca mpbell, commenting on another of his
unorthodox trial tactics which recently netted him
three misconduct charges by the state bar griev·
ance commission.

